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HOME + ART ISSUE

PAERCITY
DALLAS DESIGN AWARDS
WITH DUNHILL PARTNERS
THE WINNERS

DECORATION:
Designers FAVORITE BOOKS

REVELRY:
DESIGN AWARDS NIGHT

DESIGN:
HOT BROTHERS

ART:
George T.M. Shackelford

PHOTOGRAPHY: LEE BILD"
"A PLACE LIKE ANY OTHER" BY SHINEE"" SHOT OFF THE SHORES OF JAMBUK CAY"
A Mindful Celebration

Gary Riggs
New Store Home

40,000 SQ FT RETAIL
9660 ALPHA RD DALLAS, TX 75244
WWW.GARYRIGGSHOMEDIR.COM

NEW LOCATION

WHAT: The Aging Mind Foundation Gala Kickoff
WHERE: Museum Tower
WHO: Hosts: Lenee Kulikoff and Ben Fischer, gala chair; Barbara Stavke, AIM; Gala honorees Shirley and Robert Miller, honorees; Sarah Leckman and Alan White, and Lana and Barry Andrews, unveiling chairs; Camille Whiteley and Otis Felton, host committee chair; Max Trowbridge, emcees of ceremonies, WAA host Jone McFarley, indoor tour, WAA news anchor Ron Corning; Supporter: Margaret McDermott, Bill Boulos, Nancy Shutt; New Walker, Lisa Shideler, Shane Allen, Rocky Chrennutt, Antonio Navarte, and Ashley Tahum, event design

COZY & MODERN OUTFITS, BEN FISCHER

SANDRA LAFER, JON ROSENBURG

SARAH RASSEY, DR. MICHAEL DROGG

JOHN CORRIO, SARAH TOSI

SANDRA & RICK VELA

CAYMAN & NANCY HORS

JASON & ROXANNE MICHIEL

PHYLLIS & LAWYER KELLY

KAY & JIM HAMMOND

DOUG & SUE CAMPBELL

LARRY & KARIN HARRIS

KATHY & TUNEKELE ELHART

GARY & CASEY DAVEN
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